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Homecoming Finalists Selected

Queen Candidates

by TOM GUSH

Jeanne Marie Ban1e

eJeannie Donnelly, a senior
e Lisa Roberts, · a freshman
. The Homecoming Queen finalists were selected last Friday by from Plantsville, Connecticut, from Indianapolis, Indiana, nomi·
nated by the Varsity Football
the Homecoming Queen Review nomina.ted by Kuhlman Hall;
Board set up by Student Govern·
• Mary McNichols, a fresh- Team.
ment.
man from Oak Park, Illinois,
Election of this year's HomeOf the 16 nominees, eight were nominated by the Chicago Club; coming Queen will take place
chosen as finalists after all the
.e Kathy Nichting, a sopho- this Thursday, October 21. Votes
candidates had been interviewed more from Hamilton, Ohio, nomi- will be taken outside the Cafeby the six-member board. The nated by the Varsity Cheer· teria and at the ticket booth
across from the Grill.
candidates were judged on their leaders;
poise during the interview, their
resumes, and their general ap- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pearance.
The eight finalists are:
. e Jeanne Marie Bange, a
sophomore from Hamilton, Ohio,
nominated by Brockman Hall;
Christine Bucheit, a senior
by MIKE MADGES
from Glendale, Ohio, nominated
Fr. John N. Felten; Dean of pointments have already been
by the Junior Class;
the College of Arts and necessitated by the fact that the
e Sharon Bynes, a sophomore
Sciences, has announced that Board's charter is being amended
from Philadelphia Pennsylvania, his letter of resignation is to include a minimum of fifteen
nominated by the Marching Band; presently before the Board of members. The present Board
e Bonnie Diemer, a senior at Trustees. His resignation will consists of only nine seats.
the College of Mount St. Joseph take effect only after the
In view of these future appointfrom Chicago, Illinois, nominated Board has considered and ac- ments Felten made some general
by the Student Government cepted it. The Board's plans statements concerning the makeAssociation of Mount St. Joseph; for discussing and acting upon up and activity of the Board. He
stated that the future Board
~-----------; ·Felten's resignation still remain in doubt.
should necessarily include men
Felten .explained that this de- from the business sector. He
cision results from his belief that further commented that he would
it is, in general, bad policy for favor the inclusion of a recent
an administrator to sit in judg- graduate on the Board. He exA ·meeting will be held at
plained that such a recent gradument of himself.
2:00 p.m., Wednesday, Octoate would possess a distinct closeFelten's resignation adds to the ness and interest in the institution
ber 20, in the lobby of Alter
importance of future appointHall for anyone interested in
(Continued on page 4)
ments to the Board. Th'ese aprunning for Commuter Council.

e

.· Chri•tlne Bucbelt

Felten Resigns From
Board Of Trustees

Commuter
Council

SbaronByn..

Bonnie Diemer

Misunderstanding Sparks
Censure Of Asst. Dean
by GARY TAPHORN

Mr. James Crowley, Student Body President, termed
a misunderstanding as the reason for the recent
criticism of Mr. Raymond Guye, Assistant Dean for
·co-Curricular Programs.
In the October 6th edition of the Xavier News,
Guye was not only criticized for his refusal to sign
the Jose Feliciano Concert contract, but was described
as "ill at ease in his relations with student leaders."
Crowley himself contributed criticism of Guye in
. 11 the News article, claiming that Homecoming 1971
would be a reality not because of Guye, but rather in
spite of him.

Kathy Nichtinl

Lt.a Robem

Homecoming Activities
Fri~ay,

October 22:
.
Free Concert (outside Brockman Hall)
Party- Covington Holiday Inn
(sponsored by Junior Class)

Saturday, October 23:
·Football - Xavier vs. Kent State
Dance - Brookwood Country Club

3-Tp.m.
9p.m.·l a.m.
$1.50 per couple
2:00p.m.
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
$6.00 per couple

Last Friday, Crowley assert- reality. He has, in fact, only one
ed that the entire incident title, that of Assistant Dean of
IJ'ew out of "a laqk of com- Students for Co-Curricular Promunication" and termed his grams. Guy had been named
own cdticism of Guye "un- Director of Housing for the Uni·
founded due to a misunder- versity in July of 1970, gave up
standing o(t, the role of Dave that position to Fr. Peter Carey,
Kihm (Social Chairman)."
and later reassumed it upon
Crowley further described his Carey's illness last October. On
own working relationship with July 1, 1971, however, he was
Guye as one of "respectful rap- replaced in that capacity by Mr.
port" and felt that no accurate David Tom.
Guye's present positions falls
picture of his relationship with
under the jurisdiction of · Mr.
Guye could be gained from one
isolated incident. Crowley added Roderick Shearer, Vice-President
for Student Affairs. Shearer is
that he and other student leaders
· responsible for such areas of stuhave contact with Guye on an
almost daily basis, feeling that dent life as placement, health,
Student Government and Guye athletics, and intramurals. How·
have worked largely in an atmo· ever, another of Shearer's functions is to head the student affairs
sphere of mutual confidence.
central staff, which incorporates
Guye's recently achieved repu· the Dean of Students Staff,
tation as the Man of Many Titles, University housing, Dean of
· the occupant of an administration Women's Office, co·curricular
sinec4re, is more myth than programs, student discipline, and,

in short, all areas of student development outside the classroom.
Guye, as Assistant Dean for
'co-Curricular ProiJ'ams, regards his job as twofold, with
his responsibilities as a sort of
"cou11selor" taking precedence over his duties as an
administrator. Guye told this
reporter that he considers his
prime responsibility "to facilitate student development"
through his role as a resource
for students. However, ·he
commented that he is successful only to the extent that
students try to develop themselves with his cooperation.
Second in importance, accord·
ing to Guye, are his administrative
duties, such as control over the
University Center Building and
providing for the smooth functioning of those events and activities which he coordinates.
Presently, Guye's main concern is to take the steps necessary
to implement his proposed Program Board. This committee,
composed of both faculty and
students, will provide his office
with a better feel for areas of
student interest and concern,
and hopefully will develop
corresponding programs that
will meet those student needs.
When asked about the presence
of apathy within the Xavier student body, Guye stated forcefully
(Continued on page 9)
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Academic Counseling Revampedby JOHN BLANCHARD
The Office of Academic Counseling is still open! And still providing personal counseling for any
student hung up with problems
related to academics. The present
occupants of 104 I are Sr. Ellen
Frankenberg and Mr. Jim Kellyboth doing counseling work on a
part time basis.
The Office of Academic Counseling was begun by Mr. Gerry
Hair, S.J., three years ago to fill a
real need within the university for
some source students could go to
for personal advice about curriculum, choice of majors, and methods of study. In the two years
he served in this capacity at Xavier
Hair established a reputation
among students as a man who
would go out of his way to help
students get into the kinds of programs they wanted. The measures
. of the confidence students had in
him were the appointment sheets
on his door - tilled daily.
In 1970 Hair left Xavier for theological studies. He was replaced
by Mr. Ralph Quinn, a full-time
professional in student counseling.
Quinn continued Hair's work in
programs like summer counseling
and pre-registration advisement,
as-·well as in his day-to-day personal talks with students. Like
Hair, Quinn had built up a lar~e
clientele by the end of last year.

During the end-of-the-year budget cuts, however, the university
announced that Quinn would not
be returning, and that there would
be no full-time budget left for the
Office of Academic Counseling. It
was felt at the time that Quinn's
duties would be assumed by cer·
tain members of administrative
departments, and by the department heads.
Frankenberg is a sister in the
Ursuline order, and she has pre·
viously taught at Ursuline Academy in Cincinnati. She received
a master's degree in Guidance and
Counseling from Miami University
at Oxford. She has worked at
Miami and at OSU in counseling
situations. Frankenberg is currently a Ph.D. candidate at Ohio State.
In addition to her work as academic counselor, she is active in
the Campus Ministry, and teaches
in the graduate school as a member of the Education Department.
In an interview with the Xavier
News, Frankenberg emphasized
that she is not here for counseling
coeds only. She is here to work
with students, and will at all times
be functioning as a professional.
Kelly is a·familiar figure around
Xavier (in spite of his less familiar
beard). He has worked in the Admissions Office for five years, and
will continue in that office this

year also. Before coming to Xavier
he worked as a counselor at Elder
High School in Cincinnati. He said
he looks forward to working again
with students on a personal basis.
Both Kelly and Frankenberg
stressed that they - as Hair and
Quinn did in the past- would continue to gear themselves to the
personal needs of students. They
conceive their office as a starting
point - a clearing house to help
students understand their alternatives in academics and related
areas. They will be working in
conjunction with the deans, the
Counseling Department (the renamed Psychological Services
Dept.) and with the department
chairmen.
Each department presently provides counseling for its majors
(one of the fruitful by-products
ofHair's original experimentation
in academic counseling). But this
system leaves uncovered a whole
gray area of students who have
not yet declared a major, or who
are not satisfied with their chosen
area. It is with this indecisive
student that Kelly and Frankenberg are primarily concerned. If
their Office of Academic Counsel(Continued on page 8)

Boy, This Is Almost As Good As Last Year's Cattle Show.

•

Mr. James Kelly and Sr. Ellen Frankenberg, Academic
. Counselors.

Grill Introduces New
Hours And Services
by TOM GUSH
Beginning Sunday, October 24;
the Grill will be open Sunday
through Thursday until 1:00 a.m.
At pre~ent the Grill. closes at
11:00 p.m. Acting upon the recom·
mendations given last May by the
Food Service Advisory Committee,
the hours will be extendeq to
1:00 a.m. until Christmas vacation.
Over the Christmas break an
evaluation will be made of the
service's need, use, and feasibility.
According to Mr. Jerrold Perry,
Assistant Food Service Director,
the extended services will be
continued if the evaluation indic·
ates that it is a desired and fea·
sible service.
Under the new setup an
ord,er-by-phone-and-pick-up
service will be in effect until
12:30 a.m. whereby a student
may phone in an order and
pick it up when it is ready.
Walk-in service will be available until 12:45 a.m.
Flyers will also be distributed
in all the dorms listing specials
for the week. Besides thf' usual
snacks and beverages (all bever·
ages may be taken out), a variety
of hot sandwiches, a chicken dinner ($1.10), fish & chips ($.!j!J),
and nine-inch pizzas will be available.
According to Perry, the main
reason for the change is "to get

students to use the Grill." Perry
stated: "We are trying to meet
the needs of the students, but we
are also looking at it (the new
service) as a possible source of
revenue."
_ . He commented that the new
service will fulfill the needs of the
students since "the Grill is closer
than other facilities," and "the
service at other facilities is inadequate _to suit the needs of our
students" (i.e. no order or delivery
after midnight and delivery
charges). He mentioned that the
Grill will offer lower prices while
offering the same variety of food
as other places.
He further mentioned that the
Grill has sustained a $4000 deficit for the first quarter of this
fiscal year. He explained that this
loss was due in part to the salary
increases granted as a result of
the recommendation of the Food
Service Grievances Committee set
up last May. He also indicated
that some of the overexpenditure
was utilized to make improvements in the food service.
He concluded by expressing
hope that "the students will
make use of the Grill during
the new hours so that the
service can be continued
throughout the year."

'

· . . . · ..
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.Military Dept. Sponsors Films
A day-long Film Festival is
planned by the University's
Military Department for Veterans
Day, Monday, October 25, in the
University Center Theatre.
Entitled "From the Revolution
to the Moon," the film series is
a pictorial history of the U.S.
Army in action from the Revolutionary War all the way through
the Gemini 4 space missions.
The films, in black and white
and in color, will be shown on a
continuous basis October 25, starting at 9 a.m. and running until
4:15 p.m. The series was announced by Col. Donald E. Whistler,
Professor of Military Science.
There will be no admission charge:
The film schedule is as follows:
9 a.m.-Decision at Williamsburg
(color).
9:25 a.m.-The Battle of Gettysburg (color).
10:00 a.m.-The Big PictureArmy in Action-Episode 1-The
Winds of Change (Army during

the first quarter of the 20th
century and World War I buildup through the 30's).
10:30 a.m.-The True Glory (History of World War 11-Europe
Part 1.
11:00 a.m.-The True Glory (Hisof World War 11-Europe) Part
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Philosophy - Broad Knowledge
Versus Knowledge In Depth
by DENNY NIXON

The Philosophy Department,
like the proverbial tortoise,ltlways
manages to catch up with the
Xavier undergraduate. Next to a
student's major, the 15 hours of
2.
required courses constitute the
12:00 noon-Break fcir lunch.
12:30 p.m.-The Big Picture-Oper- largest block of study specified
in the core curriculum. Many stuation Cartwheel (Pacific, World
dents are irritated by the relaWar II).
tively large amount of philosophy
1 p.m.-The Big . Picture-The
required at Xavier.
Battle of the Bulge.
1:30 p.m.-The Big Picture-Battle
Much of the criticism results
of New Guinea.
from studentS' natural aversion
2 p.m.-The Big Picture-Sum·
to "required courses."
mer Storm (Korea start).
Fr. Robert Schdmit, Chairman
2:30p.m.-The Big Picture-War's
of the Department, Is quick to
· End (Korea End).
defend the 15-hour program: "If
3 p.m.-The Big Picture-They
there is to be coherence in a proWere There (Army in civil
gram like ours, you must have a
disaster).
basic systematic view which
3:30p.m.-Gemini 4 (color)
necessitates thorough exposure,
4 p.m.-to be announced.
i.e. a large number of required
4:15p.m.-End of film series.
courses."
However, some students and
faculty believe the perennial dis·
pute over .the number of required
courses masks a much more serious and relevant pr~blem.
Is the philosophy department
reaching the goals it has set for
itself! Does the philosophy department's present program ·en·
courage the Xavier student to
develope an "in-depth understanding of some of man's ulti·
mate questionsT'.
In the attempt to gain an "in
depth understarlding" students
are encouraged to "do" their
own· philosophy in many under'
...
graduate courses. However, many
ROSELAWN, WOODLAWN, CHERRY GROVE, MONFORT HEIGHTS
question whether a student who
has hardly begun to realize the
. LOOK OVER OUR TASTY MENU:
depth of philosophical questions
can be expected to find a rational
T-Bone Steak ••.........••..... $2.99
answer for them through systeSirloin Steak Dinner ......•.. ·. . . 1.79
matic thought.
Rib Eye Steak ·Dinner .•...•••••·. . .99
Greg Boehm, senior Philosophy
Special Sausase. • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • •99
and Clauics major, thinks not.
Boehm believes that "one cannot
'12 Lb. Beef Patty • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • •99

~~[[fj)W~
. . ... . . . . . . ...

nothing more than cleverly disguised Thomistic indoctrination.
He gave two reasons why he felt
that this is an unfair judgment.
Schmidt, however, disagrees "First," he said, "it is incorrect
with Boehm on that point and ex- to label our department Thomisplains, "We have the option tic. We are pretty much in the
between broad knowledge and common fund, following in the
knowledge in depth; in a limited main bulk of philosophical tradiscope, we can't do both equally tion. Second, there is a great deal
wei~ - and .we . believe in the of divergence in our department.
topic.al, systematic. approa~~ to Dr. Gendreau brings personalism
proVIde knowledge m depth.
. in Thomism and Fr. Tillman does
Boehm feels that the study of the same with Transcendal Thornphilosophical thought must pre- ism." However, Schmidt does
cede "doing" philosophy; Schmidt agree that "to a certain extent"
considers that impossible, due to . Thomism is the dominant influthe limited number of hours the ence in the department.
Schmidt repeatedly stressed the
department has to work with.
Dr. William Jones·, Professor of need for coherence in the Philo·
Philosophy, provides an alternate sophy Department. Without ex-·
solution. He 'believes that "it ception, its faculty members also
might be wiser to work in the follow in "the main bulk of philoopposite direction; in other words, sophical tradition." Not all profess
to reverse the order of the present to be Thomists, but all are symphilosophy curriculum." Jon~s. pathetic and none strongly advo·
suggests that freshmen begin cates another school of thought.
their study with Current' Moral
This does not, however, preProblems, now offered to seniors, elude knowledge of other philoto challenge them with a :course sophies.
that discusses areas already of
concern. This would be followed
Fr. Frank Oppenheim is cur·
by Principles of Ethics_, dealing rently finishing a book on the
with man's role in relation to . American philosopher, Josiah
others. Then, the more funda- Royce. A new faculty member,
mental and quite difficult question Dr. Somerville, former Chairman
of What is Man may be examined of Fordham's Philosophy Depart·
in the Philosophy of Man course. ment, is interested in aJondell, the
Lastly, a student with this back- French phenomenologist. Fr.
ground is able to tackle the Bado and Dr. Bonvillain, two
course which questions every- more new faculty members are
thing, Metaphysics. Jones's sug- interested in Kant and Heidegger,
gestion will be discussed at the respectively.
next Philosophy Department
The general agreement among
meeting.
faculty members has done much
An examination of the philo- to provide harmony within the
sophy program leads us to a con- department. However, this same .
sideration of the school of thought harmony has done much to harm
which serves as its basis.
thatgreatcatalystofphilosophical
Schmidt is quick to react to the thought, academic dissent. There
(Continued on page 7)
statement that the program is
effectively 'do' his philosophy
until he has grasped the major
streams of philosophic thought."

Little Jim Platter. • . • . . • • • . • • • • • .59
All dinners include baked potato;
garlic roll and tossed sc:rladl

COLD BEER ON TAP
EVERYDAYI .
HOURS: Open 7 Days a Week, 11 a:m. to 9 p.m. Sun.
thru Thurs.- 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Fnday and Saturday

WILLIS SIMMONS
TYPING SERVICE .
2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155
Typing Student Papers,
Author MS.
·

$315.

C.ll By Appointment Only.

QUALITY SINCE 1918

If you want to
buy a Diamond,
make it Litwin
Quality.
Litwin Diamond Cutters
114 West 6th Street
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·xavier And Edgecliff Stqdents
Win Voter: Residence Decision.

.Student GovernmentThe following appointments were made by Jim Crowley and
Mike Anderson:

by JEFF ROTH

Academic Calendar.
; ·_ Bob·Goldcamp ·
Student-plaintiffs from
The decision handed down by cause gJeat upheaval in areas ·of
·· Pete Corrigan, Chuck Beclmian
Academic Council ·. · ·
Xavier University and Edge· · the court will be appealed be- Ohio where students make up a
Alumni Coordinator.
Fred.Petz. - ·
··
cliff College were aucceaaful cause, as Ohio Secretary of State significant percentage of the vote.
last Friday in U.S. District
Chief
Justice
Dave
Chiappone
Court, Cincinnati, as a three~ Ted W. Brown, a defendent in The appeal would go directly to
Elections Chairmen · · · · · ·
Sean Hill,. Jim Lindhorst ·
judge panel ruled unconatl· the suit, said, this ruling could the U.S. Supreme Court.··. ·
Faculty Coordinator· · ·. ·
- Rob LaGranie
tutional an Ohio voting statute
Inter-Racial JU.tii:e·Comm.
Dom Zuccone ·
dealing with resident requireFelten Resigns From
Joint Statement Comm.
·Don Hannan: l>a'!e Duvall
menta for students.
·
Library Committee. ·
Tom Zeno
·
·
Board Of Trustees
Psychological Services Comm. Bill. Gray.
The ruling will have a signifi·
(Continru!d from pqe 1)
Public Relations ·
._
. Tim Teahan, Duane DiOter
cant effect· next year when stu·
Publications C~mmit~
Mike Madges, Kathy Keatilla, dents will be required to meet the without being emotionally tied gress and decision making.
.· Bob Heleringer
·
same residency requirement test up at the same time.
eoncluded by stating that a rota· .
TomZeno . .
ae~ti-aiio~'·&~~~
as other voters.
In response to a question con· ting board would get.nothing done · ·S~tary .
· Colleen McCormick ·
Formerly, out-of-state students ceming the possibility of a rotat- and · would circumvent all . types
Social
ChairmanPaul McNulty
have had to acknowledge an ing board, Felten maintained of university planning. ·
·Jerry Whitney
Space Allocation Comm.
intent to establish a permanent that the Board is and should reSpeakers ·chairmen.
Steve Shirey, Monica WUder
The overall effect . of Felten's
home in the state in order to regis· main a self~perpetuating body. He
·. Gary Taphom, seat;
·
Student Welfare Board
ter although all others have only explained that any time limitation action remains uncertain. His
BUI
Arnold,
altemate;
decision
should,
however,
i'eiter·
been required to prove their resi· upon any individual member or
John O'Brien, obaerver·
dency in the state six months upon the entire Board would not ate the importance o( upcoming
Paul Terrie
Treasurer
'7.
Board
discussions
on
what
uni·
before, and in the county forty only destroy the self·perpetu·
·Tom Fisher
University Radio
days before their registration.
ating aspect of the Board's versity elements warrant Board
representation.
The court ruled that, because make-up but would hinder pro·
the statute on the voting r e s i d e n c e , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . _
of students provided a "more
onerous test" for students than for
non-students, it is in violation of
the equal protection clause of the
14th amendment.
The court, however, did not
declare unconstitutional the Ohio
statute which requires the closing
of registration 40 days before
an election.
As a result, the extension of
registration rights will apply only
to the nine students involved in
the case, who attempted to regis·
ter before September 22; the 150
out-of-town students who have
registered at the flamilton County
Board of Elections since Septem·
her 22 will not be ablti to vote
.l
this year.

a.,

does
"Thou shalt not kill"
mean?

Folk-Rock Artists
Will Perform Here
by JACK PETRE
Two noted folk artist-com·
posers, Alex Bevan and Wendy
Vickers, will appear in concert on
Friday, October 29, at 8:00 p.m.
in the University Center Theater.
Tickets are now on sale at the
University Center information
desk. ($1.00 for Xavier students
and $2.00 for all others).
Bevan's first album, "No Truth
to Sell", is a pleasant mixture of
melodic vocals, good lyrics, and
tastefully done instrumentation.
Bevan is accompanied by acous·
tic and lead guitars, bass, and
piano, in addition to playingguitar himself. He writes most
of his own songs, one exception
being "Brady Street Hqtel." That
composition was written by lead
guitarist Rolly Brown, who will
play behihd Bevan at Xavier;
Guitarist · composer · recording
artist Wendy Vickers is well·
traveled in addition to being a
versatile performer. She has
' made personal appearances all
over the world, as well as in this
area, plus numerous perform·
ances on radio and television. A
number of her songs have been
recorded and published. In con·
cert, Vickers performs contem·
porary folk-rock music, including
some of her own compositions.
A one-hour concert by Wendy
Vickers on WCET·TV will be
taped on Monday, October 25, at ·
8:30 p.m. Up to 30 Xavier stu·
dents are. invited to be part of
the audience during the taping
of the show, which is to be aired
sometime in November.

1

1

I
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"From mid-October through
April Xavier University students
MUST WEAR A SUIT COAT,
BlAZER OR Xavier University
AWARD SWEATER." (The X
Book 1960·61).

"The real issue is: How can we serve
both love and war?"
"Yes, we violated the law. But the
_law no absolute to us. I must say our
intention was to destroy the files. But
our motive was to illustrate genocide
in Vietnam and corruption at home~'
With these words, Father Berrigan
gives ·a hint of the explosive nature of
"The Trial of the Catonsville Nine~'

is

A brilliant and honest piece of modern
theater specially staged for live recording in stereo.. A forceful performance
directed by Gordon Davidson, superbly
·captured in a two-record album.
Plus-The History·
Recording Society ·
offers the new album
"Berrigan Raps:' free
with the purchase of
''The Trial of the. Ca- "Berriaan FRIIII1
Raps." Contalnint: 1
tonsville Nine"
for
sermon trom·the underaround;
·
a talkaboutAmerlca lndCatons·

$1 3•00 •

ville; the poetry and the events
which shaped it. Daniel· Berrl·
aan talks about himself, his
beliefs, and his actions. An ex·.
citin1 album that presents In
Intimate portrait of Berr111n IS
a man and as a radical. Retail
price: $6.50. Yours free.

Act now: This is a
11•ffi t' ted•tl• m e of'/!1 ef S 0
m a 1' } . t h e C 0 U p 0 ll
promptly. Offer restricted to members
of the academic commu~ity.

J~--------------~
The History_ Recording Society ·
I
505 Eighth Avenue
- I New York, New York 10018
I
CNP

A Classic of Documentary Drama
Powerful, shocking, the very definition ·of relevance by the 111an who
lived the event-Daniel Berrigan, S.J.
Made Into great drama
Clive Barnes of the New York Times
said of "The Trial of the Catonsville
Nine.'~ .'.'Positively riveting .. _.a new
kind of play ... wonderfully moving."

I Please
send me "Berrigan Raps" free with my purchase 1
of "The Trial of the Catonsville Nine."' I enclose a
I check or money order for $13.00.
I
I
I Nmne
1 College
1. Address

I City

I·
Zip
...I
·Add appropriate sales tax to albums shipped to New York State. I

______________

1I State
L

I1

XAVIER UNIVERSITY,

CINCINNATI,:OHIO~
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Faculty Column
.i

Science~

The Most Essential oJTnday's Liberal Arts

tion. At institutions other than·
our own a typical classical education is almost entirely critical:
"a student leams to avoid mis- ·
takes, and to despise those who
commit them. This tends to produce a kind of cold correctness,
in which originality' is replaced
by respect for authority. Correct
Latin is fixed once for all: it is
that of Virgil and Cicero." Correct
science is continually changing
and hence an able young .woman
or man may look forward to help·
ing in this process and seeing
further in the field by standing on
the shoulders of the giants who
.
preceded them. ':x·
A liberal education: · should
liberate us from our superstitions,
myths, and chain's of past tribal
·customs, even though these are
the pillars of every society. The
process of being liberated to
higher forms of thought is essentially revolutionary: witness the
fact that primitive peoples are
always inoculated for preliminary
civilization on the swordpoint of
Mars, the God of War. The foundation stone of advanced modem
westem civilization is the calculus, not war. (The very word
calculus comes from the Latin for
small ·stone: great things come
from small beginnings.)
The process of ·liberation must
be accompanied by a maturing
process: otherwise one might become neurotic or even insane. The
mark of maturity is the abiiity to
live with uncertainty. Education
is the process of going from cock·
aure iporance to thoughtful un'
certainty. The pursuit of science
nurtures this ability to live with
uncertainty more rapidly than
moat other areas of study.
Higher levels of maturity are
achieved by the process of fostering a deep belief in fundamental
principles through their use in
solving powerfully relevant problems - then, along come new experiences which shake one's faith
in these principles and eventually
still newer experiences shatter
one's faith. A period of sackcloth
and ashes in the barren desert of
bewilderment sets in for an agon·
izing length of time until at last
the dawn of a beautiful sunrise
arrives with the seed of a new and
more powerful idea than the one
Some people identify a liberal before. This new belief is planted,
education With a classical educa- nurtured, reaches maturity and
The pursuit of science is one of
the noblest of human activities
and the most human of intellectual pursuits. Science is alive
with change, electrifying witlt the
most profound and subtle
thoughts ever conceived by the
human mind. Science is the literature of the universe written in
the language of mathematics.
Recali:the most profound emotional feeling that you ever experienced while floating in music,
tasting a good poem, tenderly
absorbing a great work of literature, giving birth to a child,
becoming a father, going to war,
falling in love, praying through
a lonely vigil as your beloved dies
slowly at your side, discovering
something new, failing miserably,
making a fool of yourself ....... all of
these experiences, overhwelming
as they are, pale into insignificance when · compared to the
range and depth of experiences
available in science.
Events in time are measured
from billionths of a billionth of a
second to billions of years. Distances are measured from the
tiniest splinter of an atom to spans
so large they must be measured in
light"year units instead of miles.
(One light-year is the distance
light travels going at the speed of
186,000 miles each second for a
whole year; about six million
million miles.) Galaxies that are
one-billion light-years away from
us have been photographed!
These incredible times and distances are of no interest in them.elvee. However, experience in
these ranges prove to be total
shock from what we would expect.
· Black holes in space may be
able to swallow a space ship,
make it literally invisible, digest
it, and spit out the parts in some
far comer of the universe! Matter
can be converted into a burst of
radiation, travel over large dis·
tances, and then retum to actual
matter! Some brilliant physicists
are developing theories which
recognize an element of con·
sciousness in: each of the atoms,
culminating in man, the most
unique assembly of atoms. Matter
has always been in a glorified
state: we are only now recog·
nizing it.

then eventually dies. This is all
just as joyful, pleasurable, ec·
static, sad,- painful, frustrating,
confusing, inescapable, and unpredictable as our own innermost
·personal consciousness.
This process must closely par·
allel the activity of our most
intimate levels of consciousness,
for this activity is a reflection of
our nature which is one with All
Nature - the comprehension
and rational control of which is
the goal of science. In one sense
man begins where nature ends,
and it is. only natural to be at
cori'stant ~~~ .~th nature.
Throughout.1,history the scientist has forever fathered comprehension and control of mother
nature where others have failed.
He can transmute lead into gold,
the dream of ancient philosophers
and alchemists. He descends into
the crevices of the atom and
manipulates its innermost parts,
he has jumped over the moon. He
can change an inheritable characteristic of life by JJiearis of certain radio frequencies and then,
generations later, change l.t back
again at wilt He has brought
the human race to the point of
total moral responsibility for its
own future evolutionary development.
Where else can you find such
excitement, danger, responsi·
bility, achievements, the fulfillment of hopes and dreams, the
alleviation of pain and sufferings,
the prevention of world wars?
(Yes, we have every right to believe that the development of
.atomic weapons has kept nationalisticially oriented political and
military leaders in a box far longer
than usual at no greater cost than
the continual threat of mass
destruction which has always
afflicted ·the human race in the
form of diseases like the black
plague. When Cain killed Able
he destroyed 25 percent of the
human race!)
What is the underlying source
of energy that has propelled mankind into a science orbit?
· Fred Hoyle, a famous physicist,
says: "The real motive of course,
is a religious one. If this statement comes as a surprise to you,
the reason is. that nowadays our
idea of religion has become
cheapened by meaningless repetition of concepts we know to be

wrong. But in their day these concepts represented a view of the
world that is the counterpart of
modern physics. There was
nothing
contemptible
about
them, and the men who arrived
at them were possibly not too
different from us. Our aim is the
same: to understand the world
and ourselves, not to make a
profit or justify ourselves by producing an endless 'stream of technical gadgets."
There may be little difference
between science as it pursues
the truth today and r~al religion.
Karl Rahner, the Jesuit theologian, is reported to: "see the moral
life not merely in terms of acts but
rather of basic .commitments."
The world, in Hahner's vision, is
full of anonymous Christians men who may formally disbelieve
in Christ or the Church, but who
nonetheless have made a personal
and total surrender to the truth
of an 'unknown God.' For Rahner,
these truth-wedded men are, in a
sense, Christians also - perhaps
better Christians than those
reared as Catholics who carry on
their spiritual life by rote."
Paul Tillich also puts great emphasis on the pursuit of truth. He
says: "Being religious means asking passionately the question of
our existence and being willing
to receive answers 'even if they
hurt." They certainly hurt today.
On the other side, most of us
have either met or heard of a
theologian who keeps reminding
us th$t "just because Einstein waa
a great scientist, it doesn't mean
that he should be trusted in matters of religion." Sooner or later
this man can be heard to say:
"Yes, I believe that particular
charwoman who scrubs the floor
understands theology better than
I." Obviously the charwoman
can be used as a manifestation of
the theologian's humility whereas
Einstein cannot. A true scientist
is almost always a humble person
for science increases our power
in proportion as it lowers our
pride.
No doubt there are unfortunate
misunderstandings between
specialists in non-science fields
and scientists. A major reason
for this :is the difference in education r~eived by these groups.
The education of a serious scien-

Spring
Water
.Makes

The
Difference

Mr~ Joh~·B. ii~J:t,' Physics
tist usually includes enough economics, history,
philosophy,
theology, literature, politics,
poetry, drama, psychology, classical and modem languages that
he can at least intelligently discuss matters with specialists in
these fields whereas the specialists in these fields rearely have
taken even elementary courses
in biology, chemistry, and physics.
This unbalance has caused distorted ideas of scrience to be
molded into children and adults
through the vincible ignorance
of those who command large audiences whether through the
various communications media
or the classrooms. In their abysmal ·ignorance some of these
people have a tendency to associate great men of science and
great discoverjes with evil; fire
with arson; anaesthesia with euthanasia; Einstein with anti~
Christ; the wheel with the rack;
anti-biotics with promiscuity;
photOgraphy with pomography;.
steel with swords; atomic energy
with Armageddon; computers
with dehumanization. We have
all come across s.uch people. They
need patient proc1ding to en.courage them . to leam more
about real life. When they do,
they will find it to possess properties that surpass even some of
the miracles of theology.
The lack of the availability of
more science than ·is now offered ·
in a liberal arts curriculum creates
conditions conducive to instability
in modem society. Whenever peo- ·
ple are surrounded by things
which greatly affect their lives
and yet are beyond their comprehension and control - whether it
be the "devil's curseu of the
black plague, the e_xrement. of
undigestible technological artifacts, or just plain crowds of
people - they usually develop
stress symptoms, irrational behaviour, loose morals, overindulgence, reliance on Tarot cards,
fortune tellers, magic, ouija ·
boards, and drugs. These events
have occurred many times
through history when the input
to the brain was saturated with
unresolvable contrdictory information. Today ·.science-oriented
liberal arts courses are vitally
. needed to suppii. co~ prehension
and control in our.
science culture.
l't··
Why aren't more · science
oriented subjects abailable to the
students?
·
This is the fault of the scientist
who has slipped into teaching his·
· subject with a "cold correctness"
rather than the warm tenderness·
that it and the· student deserves.
How can· this be corrected?
The university's Provost and
Deans should encourage the
science faculty to offer courses
(Continued on page 12)
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Letters To The Editor

Editorial

..'•...

Abortion Is No Surprise
There is no surprise. For we are educated
men, and we know that atomic bombs are
reasonably dropped on civilians who suspect
not. We know that capital punishment is
justified; that unarmed students, in broad
daylight, are shot and killed; and that, most
recently, prisoners and guards alike are
slaughtered. So we are not· at all surprised
that the unborn are now aborted. Sure, there
is nausea. Much of that. But, sorry, this
·
latest is just no surprise.
And we also know this. How difficult it
is to ever restrain the killing when once it
finds justification. To justify killing once
has seemed to justify it forever. ·
Catholics believe abortion can never be
justified. "A life is a life," we intone. Yes,
we do mean that: All human lives are equal;
murder can never be justified.
T
b d th t
find
oo a
a on1Y now we
our
scruples.
.
For the world heard not so shnll a Cath,olic protest when the convict was annihilated
rather than rehabilitated.

••• Athletics Overemphasized
••
•

The world heard not so desperate ~ · Catholic Lobby protesting civilian . murder in
·vietnam.
And was it ever different? Burning witches,
lynching Blacks. We flinched, maybe.
.
We, who have so easlly looked the other
way when the trigger was pulled and the
switch thrown, now think it nasty, this abortion. And who will believe us? The world
niight be just a bit suspicious of Catholics,
suddenly scrupulous. For surely we have not
forgotten - the world has. not forgotten that we have accommodated war and blessed
battle ships. .
·
We must accept the challenge of proving.
ourselves consistent.
If abortion horrifies us, let us use this
bitter opportunity to renew our Christian
belief. We still have such an excellent
guide: "Thou shalt not kill," and now its
. recent counterpart, "A life is a life."
Neither gives us a change to make
exception.
·
-GXB

·······~··················································~·······~·····
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Editor:
As a Freshman, I was wont to accept everything at
Xavier without question, until I was awakened by the
comment of a fellow Frosh that "this place is run by
bourgeois jocks." How trUe. It seems that the funds
and interests of the Xavier hierarchy revolve around the
happiness of our athletes. I myself have had an
opportunity to see the football players receive steak in
the food line, while the "hoi polloi" exist on assorted
atrocities.
This example and others concerning our football
program seem to my naive eyes to be the grossest t~
of discrimination. Surely, on a campus the size of
Xavier, numerous other rat holes can be found, down
which Xavier money can be thrown. For example, we
could pay Rod McKuen $75,000 to read (sing?) his
poetry (prose?) at Xavier. Or we could build another
multi-million dollar Jeset residence. Why not lay astroturf on the baseball diamonds?
The unreal expenditure of funds on Xavier football
certainly does not provide entertainment for our students. It seems to be the product and pleasure solely
of the players and coaches. And now this pleasure
appears to border on masochism:
Perhaps it is time for Xavier to examine its priorities.
Perhaps it is time for the Xavier football program to be
abandoned. Perhaps the students of Xavier could be
better served by the hiring of more teachers. And
perhaps it is time for the student. of Xavier to. assert
precisely what they would lik.e to aee their. money spent
on.
Stephen 0.1. Kunath

••
•

..••
..••
•••

An Unpopular Martyr?

•
•

~·

In the past, controversy has been a way
of life for Fr. Lawrence J. Flynn, Chairman
of the Communication Arts Department.
Recent gestures by him make questionable,
however, whether ·his actions alone warrant
such comment and criticism or whether he
himself intentionally strives to be an unpopular martyr.
These gestures ·include his continued
refusal to explain or clarify recent decisions
concerning the general theatre situation and
his censorship of univ~rsity "plays. He has
consistently refused to make himself available for either a statement or for questions.
More specifically, Flynn has repeatedly refused to speak with reporters from the
Xavier News, explaining that he cannot
work with us.

•••
••
•
•.•••
••
•••

He has remained obstinate in situations
where the most general statement of explanation or clarification would have alleviated university concern and doubt. He has
acted as if his actions and decisions are
absolute and subject neither to question
nor review.
His continual aloofness and seeming self- •
••
righteousness have resulted· in much specu- •
lation not only concerning acts reportedly •
attributed to him but also concerning his •
•
own qualifications as Chairman ·of the ••
•
department. Indeed, recent developments •
•
have been time-consuming and extremely •
•
trying but continued silence can only corro- •
borate such speculation about ·Flynn's •
abilities. ·
•••
-MJM :

MEET MR. FARMANN AND MR. ·cLEVELAND
NOTRE DAME LAW SCHOOL FACULTY
Tuesday, November 2 - 12 noon to 3 p.m.
Room 11 0 Alter Hall
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS AND LIBERAL LOAN PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS ENCOURAGED FROM MINORITY STUDENTS
FOUR YEAR MBA/JD PROGRAM AVAILABLE
YEAR ABROAD IN ENGLAND THROUGH OUR
LONDON PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS ENCOURAGED FROM WOMEN STUDENTS

Congratulations
Editor:
It is usually a traditional function of the Vice-President ·
of the Student Body to call the first Freshman Class
Meeting of the year. This is done to discuss with them
certain class functions, to promote unity imd basically to
discuss Freshman elections. Due to the poor turnouts
of freshmen in past years, or for that matter, the poor
turnout at any class meeting whether it be the freshman,
sophomore, junior or senior class, class meetings are
commonly referred to as a "joke."
During this past week I realized that it was time for
me to exercise one of my traditional functions and call
a Freshman Class Meeting. I was not too enthused
about it due to the reasons I have stated above. It
was extremely refreshing at this so-called "apathetic"
University to realize that the freshman class had called
their own meeting before I had scheduled one.·I went to
that meeting and saw approximately 250 freshmen there.
They not only came but were actually interested in what
went on and took part wholeheartedly in · my talk
conce~ing their class elections, etc.
This tremendous expretl8ion of interest has left me
with a great amount of hope and faith b:,th in people
and in this so called apathetic dying university. I offer
my sincere congratulations and best wishes for a good
year to the Freshman Class, the clau of '75.
Mike Anderson

WE ASK OUR READERS:
Should Xavier University continue
to publish a yearbook?
(Send your response to the News office
in the University Center. Also, send any
questions which you would like us to
print.)
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On· Doing Your Own Thing
Within every society there
develops what might be termed
contemporary philosophies upon
which are based the attitudes and
behavior of its members. It is
probably somewhat superfluous to
say that a major philosophy of
today's society is ensconced the
"do your oWn thing" concept of
living;'
Fritz Pearl's familiar lines tend
to emphasize this point clearly:

However, a close examination experiences contradict such an
of the type of thinking suggested agrument. The very coordination
by the preceding quotes requires of intemal perceptions with phy·
a greater analysis than meets the sical movements ·and manipulaeye.. Just exactly what. does it tions of the extemal environment
mean when one says it 'doesn't seems to demonstrate that we are
matter what you believe?
capable of knowing these things
. In effect, he is saying that. one outside of ourselves.
can accept any information he
One might ask what is the tewishes; and the only criterion by levance of all this to me in today's
which he accepts it is sincerity. world.
Surely, if this were the case men
The Simple matter is that this
such as Hitler could easily justify
I do my thing, and you do
their actions. After all, he was subjective philosophy of "do yout
your thing.
·
sincere. The apparent emphasis own thing" has crept into our
I am not in this world to liue . 18 on pure· iiu6jectivism ofthought, lives, and as· a result, we have
up, to your expectations
and iiie iMplication is that a belief grown mentally lazy much in
And you are not in this world or value is solely a matter of the same way we have grown
to liue up to. mine.
accepting what one wants to ac- physically lazy. We are afraid to
You are you and I am I and cept _ 1 DO l4}'. THING AND · go outside of ourselves and seek
the neceuary ·evidence for what
if, by chance, we find each YOU DO YOUR THING.
other,
However, a further analysis re- we believe. Such a task requires
it's beautiful.
veals that a belief is more than energy and it .is much easier to
Another and perhaps somewhat this. The definition of the word, simply maintain a laissez-faire
less familiar expression of today's belief, states that it is a "con- attitude toward all beliefs and
philosophical outlook is represent=- viction of the truth of some state- values.
But to 'those who still insist ori
ed by the contemporary slogan: mentor reality of a fact when well
"It does.n't matter what you be- grounded." From this, it would doing their. own thing without
lieve as long as you are sincere." seem that beliefs are not solely sufficient knowledge, concern,
a matter of accepting what one and responsibility for others, it
To many people, the ideas exwan'ts to accept. They must also be might be well if they listened to
pressed in these quotes are quite
well substantiated, or to put it the words of John Donne's familiar
acceptable and, in effect, . they
another way, there must be suf- poem:
serve as attitudinal and behavioral
ficient evidence and reasonable'
.No man is an island, entire of
guidelines. B()th of the above
certainty to support one's position.
itself;
·
statements are genuine expreseuery man is a peace of the
sions of a contemporary Americ~n · Some may argue that sufficient
· Continent,
outlook on · life. .Both share . a evidence is an impossibility. These
a part of the maine; . .' . and
number of common elements persons maintain that the only real
man's
which need to be weighed not entities are those which exist indeath diminishes me, because
only in terms of their philosop- side the mind, that we can never
I am inuolued in Mankinde;
. hical assumptions but also in know extemal reality and subseqAnd therefore neuer send to
terms of their practical results. uently we cannot gain sufficient
evidence to support a belief.
know for whom the bell tolls;
If the advocates of "doing your
It would seem that oui everyday
.it tolls for the.e ..
own thing" are suggesting a life
style of creative individuality ·
Philosophy - Broad Knowledge
based on knowleda'e and responsibility, then such a cause is
Versus Knowledge In Depth
justifiably well grounded. Indeed,
(Cnratinued lrom page3)
doing OWn'S thing is often necesis little discUSBion bet;ween the irig of students, but that students
sary element of life.
philosophers on our ·faculty · be- are not pushing the teachers. If
cause they stand in general agree- . it is really the student who wants
ment on most issues.
to leam and to think on his own,
Jones sees this ,weakneu and he must realize his responsibility·
points out, "There is a difference to push the teachers. It has
between a person with knowledge my experience that the teacher
of a school and a specialist. I · really needs the pressure coming
think it is important for a philo- from the students."
sopher at Xavier to understand
Finally, Jones indicated that
the Catholic tradition, but in my with enough student interest, HIP
opinion the department would (High Intensity Program) courses
certainly benefit from having could be instituted to further
members who were specialists in tailor the curriculum to the needs
·of students. He also pointed out
other philosophical traditions."
Faculty members can provide that courses should be designated
support and provoke discussion, "traditional" or "experimental"
but the interest of students is the ·so that students · could choose
critical factor in Xavier's philo- between the lecture format or the
sophy program.
· new student-directed concept.
· (Next week: the Economics
Boehm feels, "It is not so much
that the teachers are not demand- Department.)

m

\
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..This is not a good time; Father · (Flynn) is not
available for interviews."

Are you interested in newspaper work?
Anyone interested in working ·on the Xavier, News this
year is asked to come to the New& office in the University
Center, or to call 853-3561.
People are still needed in the following areas:
Copywriters
Reporters
Proofreaders
Typists
Freshmen and sophomo.reri are especially sought. No experience
is necessary.
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Presidential Hopeful Speaks At. Xavier

Philoeophy
Club Meetfnl·

The XU Philosophy Club will
discuss
Albert Camus' theOry
Senator Fred Harris, presiden· greater management of the econ· or equal hope than a patient con·
And yet there is a depth to the
of rebellious man, tonight,
tial candidate for '72, was at omy by means of a wage-price fidence in the ultimate justice man beyond that easygoing
Wednesday, October 20, in
Xavier last week. He was greeted board. It is interesting to note of the people, if we will remove Oklahoman exterior.
the Hearth Room (basement
by a rather small assembly in the that Harris proposed a wage-price the remaining and unreruionable
Harper's magazine over two
of the University Center Build·
theatre.
·
board over two years ago, similar barriers to the free expression
years ago stated Harris' "congen·
ing) at 7:00 p.m. All are
And, indeed, one wonders how to the board which Nixon plans to of their will."
ial loquacity conceals one of the
welcome.
many of those'· as.· sembled actually establish in Phase II of his econoThe third point of Harris' "New sharpest minds in politics today."
did listen t.,o.-~·h'e .~an, as 1·s eVJ'· mic program. Harris' bill failed to p opu1ism , is the restoration of
Whether Harris can become a
denced by :.~ome· ..,of the weak pass.
idealism in foreign policy. He sees
serious
contender in 1972 remains
questions which followed his talk.
He also advocates a thorough- a large gap existing between what
to be seen. He stands alone among
This man from Oklahoma is pro- going tax reform, placing a tax on we, as Americans,· profess . to
the candidates both in political
posing some very radical changes capital gains at death and also believe, and our generous military philosophy and in technique.
in his camp~ign. Harris grounds establishing a minimum income support rendered to such countries
Hofstadter wrote of the Popu·
his appeal. iii' the . term, "New tax which would undermine legal as Pakistan, Brazil, and GreecePopulism". ·He f!{'attempting a tax shelters. Along with these the first of these countries is lism of old as "the first modem
grass roots campaign, an appeal proposals, Harris seeks a more currently involved in an internee· political movem.~nt of .. practical
directly to the people.
comprehensive m1mmum-wage ine struggle, and theJatter two importance in th(,"United States
Shades of William Jennings law and a much more active con· condone torture of political-priso- ·to insist that th~·:federal gover~
Bryant? No doubt. And he is sumer-rights' effort.
ners as official government policy. ment has some responsibility for
Among his' ideas about redistri- He points to the increasing Joss of the common weal; indeed, it was
laboring under similar handicaps
which tltat "Great Commoner" bution of power, he opts for the face we have encountered around the first such movement to attack
experienced. Most prominent of ·abolition of the congressional the world, as people increasingly seriously the problems created by
these handicaps is lack of finances, seniority system, one of the more think of our foreign policy as being industrialism."
a condition which may ultimately blatantanachronismsofourgover- dictated by the military and CIA.
Harris has these ideas in mind,
prove his downfall, despite recent nmental structure. He also calls Political implications of our coun· but prefers to express it in terms
efforts to limit the campaign for national voter registration, try's foreign relations have far of the old MaUer-Breslin slogan:
spending of all candidates.
eliminating voter residence re- outweighed their moral validity. "No more bullshit." Though he
Harris' basis for the "New Pop- quirements which disenfranchised
Harris is often very frank about quite likely will not accomplish
ulism" focuses on three essentials: some five million voters in the what he feels: "I think that people that massive task, his attempt will
redistribution of wealth, redistribu· . '68 elections. He advocates also are so damned tired of the wishy- provoke many people to rethink
tion of power, and restoration of the demise of the cumbersome washy, mealy-mouthed politicians their position on the crucial ques·
i.dealism in foreign policy. He electoral college, allowing the they could puke- and so am 1." tions of our day.
elaborates on these points in very people direct election of their , - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · - - - - - - - - - - - - •
concrete terms.
President
As for the first, he would initiate
He summarizes his feelings as
such: "There is, indeed, no better

Requirements Revised For
Teacher Certification
by JOHN WETI'8TEJN
The Ohio State Board of Educa· clasaroom has undergone can be
tion recently revised the require- readily seen in Xavier's Te~ching
ments for those who' wish to be Lab, according to Scheurer. The
certified as teachers in Ohio. Teaching Lab is aet up to provide
Those students who plan to grad- experience in the new teChnology
uate after January, 1972, must used to make today's instrUctor ·'
now meet the new requirements. more effective in reaching the
These requirements do not needs of each student. Besides
alter the total number of credit the mechanical aspects, the threehours needed for certification, year study also recommended that
but redistribute these hours more time be spent by the wouldto include a number of courses be teacher in real classroom situawhich previously had not been tions in order to find out if teach·
ing is right for ~im.
included in the cirriculum.
Scheurer noted that while we
The new requirements are the
result of a three,.year study con- do have an. "over-abundan!!e" of
ducted by the State Board of teachers to· openings and that
Education, superintendents from financial rewards have not been
both private and public school on the move, there is a real need
systems, and v:arious other institu- for '.'good teachers".
tions throughout the state. The
study revealed a need to include
Academic
more "inter-personal and dynamic
courses" in educators' schedules,
Counseling
as well as subject material which
would keep doctrinal students
Revamped
abreast of the new and ever
changing methods of multi-media
: (Continued from page 2)
presentati~n and communication ,ing cannpt provide particular help- .
in the classroom.
or information for particular stu·
Xavier's Departments of Educa- dent needs, they will direct the
tion has been closely following student to the proper source for
the proceedings of this redirection obtaining it.
in educational programs and planThe Office of Academic Counsned accordingly. Working with eling has no disciplinary authority. •
the other involved departments All that is discussed within that ·
within the University, the Educa- office will be held in the strictest :
tion Department has been consult- confidence. The office is in busi- :
ing with involved students on an ness solely to help s~udents.
'
individual basis to insure that all
Office
hours
are:
could meet the new requirements
Ellen Frankenberg . 10:00 to 12:00 /
for certification by June.
a.m., Mon. through Fri.
:
Copies of the new requirements
Jim
Kelly
1:00
to
5:00
p.m.,
·
should be available from the DeTues.
and
Thurs.
partment of Education here at
Xavier as soon as they are releasXavier is fortunate to have the
ed by the State Board of Educa- team of Frankenberg and Kelly ;
tion.
working as academic counselors. ·
Mr. Kenneth T. Scheurer, Chair· Opti~ally, there should be one ;
man, Department of Education con- full-t1me counselor in that office,
sidersthisre-evaluationofreq~ire- as there w~s in t~e past. This. is
ments to be a step in the right ~ppar~ntlymfeas1blenow. The Job
direction for the teaching pro- 18 a~ Important one. I u~ge anyfession, Scheurer sees this type one m a ~tate of academtc angst
of progressive planning a must (and tha~ mcludes nearly all of us)
since education has moved int~ to drop m and talk with either
what he calls a "new era".
Ellen or Jim. Their office is in Alter, across from the Registrar's
The change that teaching in the Office.

THE IN SPOT -FOR
FOOD AND FUN
.GAMES ROOM
HEARTH ROOM
BOnOI STEP . CAFE
BASEMENT OF UNIVERSITY CENTER

OPEN WEEKDAYS - 8:00 a.m.- i :00 a.m.
SATURDAY -1:00 p.m. -1 :OOa.m.
SUNDAY- 2:00 p.m.- 1 :00 a.m.
WE FEATURE ALL LOCAL
B~ERS AND MANY NATIONAL
BRANDS FOR YOUR PLEASURE.
M~SIC

ON FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY ·NIG·HTS ·

BILLIARDS - SHUFFLEBOARD
AND 30 OTHER FUN GAMES

SIX. PACK CARRY-OUTS
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

STOP IN
AND SAY HELLO

P•gel
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FUTURE CPA'S - Laam
·How to prepare for the
CPA.Exem.
.,
-Becker CPA
Review Courae.
Cell Collect:
Cincinneti
&13/428-&087

,_Freshmen
. 'Freshmen who are interested
in running for class offices are
requested to attend a meeting at 1:30 p.m., Wednesday,
October 20, iri the lobby of
Alter Hall.

·by·
To eliminate the uncertainty
among most students in regard to
political systems and their ultimate intent, the following definitions are humbly submitted: .
Socialism- You have two cows
and give one to your neighbor.
Communism-You have two cows,
the. government takes both and
sells you the milk.
l(azism ~You have two cows, the
government takes both and shoots
you.
New Dealism - You have two
cows, the government takes both,
shoots one, milks the other and
throws the milk away.·
Capitalism - You have two cows,
you sell one and buy a bull.

Mr. Miscellaneous

sponsor a College Career Con·
ference in the Social Center of
Seton Hall dormitory on Delhi
and Neeb roads today from· 7 to
9 P.M.. The proll'llJil will include
!8Presentativ• from a variety
of professiona and businesses
.who will set ap displays, distribute
literature, and diseuse their pro-fession or Ol'lanization · with in·
terested students. Students can
obtain additional information by
· contacting the Placement Office
· at 244.:4721.

•••••••

Pledges to salvage· the '72
Muuuer are circulatin1 around
campus. The Pledge is a statement of willinlnesa on the part of
the student to purchase a year·
The Placement Office of the book next fall at six dollars a copy.
College of Mt. St. Joseph. will Students wishing to make this

•••• ••

Once you see

BILLY·

JACK

pledge should inquire at the
University Center desk.

••••••

The Film Committee at Xavier
will present next month a double
feature which includes the
Secret of Santci Vittorio and
Alice's Restaurant. The movie
version- of D. H. Lawrence's
Women in Love is also scheduled ·
for a November showing. ·

•••• • •
An observant fellow-editor
found the graffiti gem of the week: .
Acid consumes 47 times ita weight
in exceas reality.

••••••
There will be no issue of the
Xa.vier News the week of Novem·
ber 3rd because of mid-semester
examinations.

Play Review

"The Birthday Party"

-CueM1111It11

''ROMANTIC
FILM"!
-NIW Ylrll Tlltlll

''TOUCHING
MEMORY''!
-1111 IIHtl

"GREATLY
ADMIRED"!
-Life Mf1Uine

WE'RE THE MOST BRILLIANT
SERVICE STATION IN TOWN
Of courae we're jewelere flrat. And a service
station aecond. But we know how bDportant
service is. We'll clean your jewelry. And in
every way try to serve you in the style
your jewelry deserves. Service ... with brillance.

OPEN A GETZ CHARGE ACCOUNT OR
USE ANY MAJOR CREDIT CARD AT GETZ

FINE .11-:V\'El.ERS
....... 11-11111111 UOIUI•IIII
• BEECHMONT MALL Hl-1419
• KENWOOD MALL-791-6161
• TRI-COUNTY MALL 671-1221
• WESTERN WOODS MALL 661-1464

• WALNUT HILLS 961-1100
• COVINGTON 291-6121
• MILFORD Ul-4021
• NORWOOD 611-9200

The Villa Players of Thomas
More College currently present
an interesting production of Ha·
rold Pinter's The Birthday Party."
Described in the program as "a
comedy of menace", "The Birth·
day Party" is a three-act play of
confrontation between the power·
hiss central figure, Stanley, and
the threat of the outside (represent·
ed by Goldberg and McCann).
Harold Pinter is not an absur·
diet - he is an existentialist. He
·presents his characters in a strict
realism - without attempting to
delineate their situation for the
convenience of the audeince. The
characters exist only in the present; allthat is not contained on
the physical stage is conjectural.
Pinter once wrote in a program
note: "A character on the stage
who can present no convincing
argument or information as to his
past experience, his present behavior o~ this aspirations, nor give
a comprehensive analysis of his
motives, is as legitimate and a8
worthy of attention as one· who,
alarmingly, can do all these
things."
Stanley, a man in his late thir·
ties (competently played by
Charles Baker), is such an unex·
plained character. All we can
know about him is that at one time
he was a piano player, and that he
has been the only guest at a
boarding house for some time, and
that for some reason Goldberg
and McCann have come to get
him. Baker's Stanley is hypertense
- superficially at ease in petty
conversations with Meg and Petey
(the caretakers) over breakfast.
He feels immediately threatened
by the arrival of Goldberg and
McCann. His behavior becomes
erratic, then disintegpates wholly
under the questioning of the in·
truders. Like Kafka's K., the defenseless Stanely is brought to
destruction by apparently unmoti·
vated oppressors.
Joseph LOechle and Michael
Fortner do extremely well as the
manic Goldberg and the depres·
sive McCann. Loechle portrays
the ingratiating Jew as a crOBS
between Polonius and the Grand
Inquisitor. Through his monologues seem filled with the platit·
udes of the business world, Gold·
berg consciously directs · each of
his actions toward the undermin·
ing of Stanley's psyche. He symbolizes an encompassing evil
genius, representing by turns the
guilt of Stanley's past, the hostility
of the business and intellectual
world, the former overbearance
of Stanley's father - all combine

by JOHN BLA~CHARD
to judge and condemn Stanely.
Michael Fortner plays an Irish·
accented heavy in relief to Loech·
le's Goldberg. Fortner provides
much of the humor (sometimes
unintentional) in the play. At the
same time, though, he helps to
establish the tense rhythm thr·
ough his jerky and repetitive
actions.
Don Huesman as Petey and
·mane Dean as Meg perform
adequately. Their roles are pur·
.posely' underplayed to reveal the
insipidity of their lives. When
Stanley is taken away, Petey at·
tempte a mild objection; then
both fall into their old games of
vain trivialities.
One objection ·which can be
raised to Mr. Mielech's direction

of the play i~ the steady realism
arid continuity of the action. More
lenthgy pauses in the stychomythis dialogue would have helped
to create a starkness more un·
settling in effect. As it is, the
theme of psychological dread
("comedy of menace") is highlighted, arid the sexual and absurdist overtones downplayed.
Technically, the play was com·
petently done. The emphasis
(through lighting) of the lightdarkness, sight-blindness motif
was especially enjoyable.
"The Birthday Party" will be
presented Friday, Saturday and
Sunday nights at Thomas More
Theater - 8:00 p.m. Tickets are
$1.75 - available at the door (if
not sold out).

Campus. Appearance May Be
Modified By New Building
by·PAT TENHUNDFELD
A new building at Xavier& Sug- be discUBBed. As is the problem
gestiollS which immediately come everywhere today, a lack of funds
to mind - a "fine arts center, a Will delay any definite planning
business administration building, .or immediate action on the new
among many other. The possibi· building project.
lity and details of constructing . Nieporte described the pur·
another "hall" at Xavier will be pose of the meeting as "prelimin·
discussed by the Planning and ary" planning only, and added
Development Committee at their that the amount of land acquired
next meeting, scheduled for Nov· for the building would determine
the type of structure - whether
ember.
. Fr. Victor Nieporte, Vice Presi· a two or three-story or high·rise.
Due to the present financial
dent for Administration, heads the
committee. He said that the needs situation at Xavier, it is doubtful
of the University will be rede- that the appearance of our campus
fined at the meeting, and possible will change in the immediate
locations for another building will future.

Misunderstanding Sparks_
Censure Of Asst. Dean·
(Continued from page 1)

that he felt apathy was by no
means widespread on campus.
He further termed the charge of
apathy "a cliche thrown too
loosely" around ·the university.
On the contrary, Guye believes
that the student body "has responded positively to new situations" this year. He cited as
examples the good student tum·
out as the recent political forum,
coed meeting, and freshman
class assembly.
Jim Crowley supported Guye
in this respect, noting that nearly
every organization on campus will
sponsor a homecoming float this
year and that there is the sur·

prisingly·large number of 16 can·
didates for Homecoming 'Queen. ·
Crowley, in fact, felt there had
been almost a rebirth of general
student interest in various acti·
vities and saw the campus
atmosphere this fall as a definite
improvement over last spring.
Twenty years ago this month:
Student Council issued a public
proclamation to all freshmen
warning them to be sure to wear
their beanies! If the response to
this proclamation left something
to be desired, then a_ kangaroo
court would be set up to enforce
these orders.
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The Divine Comedy: Xavier's Prayers Unanswered
byBOBHYLE

·Xavier loses ground against Temple in last Saturday's defeat, 38-0.

Frosh Take· After
Varsity, Lose
40-7
.
.

.

by RICK SADOWSKI

Xavier's freshman football team,
playing in their· opening game
of the season last Friday, lost to
the Miami University frosh, 40-7.
A small but enthusiastic crowd
at Corcoran Field watched the
action, and Musketeer fans were
hoping that the Uttle Muskies
would be able to do what the
varsity hasn't been able to do win. aut it tumed out to be
another furstrating afternoon.
Xavier made too many mistakes;
they were plagued by fumbles, pass
interceptions, and penalties. These
mistakes, not uncommon for any
{feshman team to make in their
first game, coupled with a powerful Miami offense, spelled defeat.
The Redskins' quarterback, Ron
Hardman, fired touchdown passes
of 88 and 25 yards after a scoreless first q1,1arter, Miami led 13..()
at the half.

by PAUL SIEGEL
The Xavier Sailing Team cap- .1. Miami (0.) 57. ·,_
tured second place thitJ weekend 2. Xavier 60
..
at the annual University of Cin- 3. Bowling Greeq;,70
cinnati Regatta held on Lake Co- 4. Ohio State 73 · · .
wan. With ten schools competing, 5. Ohio Wesleyan :77
the competition was quite cJose. ' 6. Ball State 83 · ;
Xavier and Miami soon took 7. University of CinCinnati 91
charge, with the two schools ex- 8. Wright State 104 ·
changing the lead several times 9. Kent State 124; :.
during the regatta. Miami barely .10. John Carroll_!48'
held on to win the seesaw battle
by a scant three points.

..

·

Sailing Coach Tom Grogan was
extremely pleased with the team's
effort, especially with the per·
formance tumed in by Lit Brink·
man. Sailing for the first time
this season, Brinkman gave some
indication of the depth of the
team by placing first in two races
and narrowly missing low point
honors in her- division. Other
strong performances were turned
in by skippers Tom Barrett, Mary
Hellmann, and crews Bill Bramer,
Jim Cutter, Mike Gutzwiler, Larry
Hohl, and Garry Meyer.
'
Coming up for the Satiling Team
is ·the Ohio State Fall Regatta
to be held at Leatherlips Yacht
Club in Columbus, Ohio.
This past weekend's final results
were:

Intramural Calendar
Sport

MEN
It was 27..0 before Xavier
FLAG FOOTBALL
could get on the scOreboard. A
HANDBALL SINGLES
fourth period pass from quarter·
VOLLEYBALL
back. Greg Carr to Terry Buda,
GOLF•
covering 28 yards, inade the score
TABLE TENNIS SINGLEb
?,7-7. Buda made a fine catch- the
WRESTLING*
baJ} was underthrown and he had
3 MAN BASKETBALL
. to reach back between two Miami
5 MAN BASKETBALL
defenders to make· the grab.
WEIGHT LIFTING*
Miami added a pair of unnecesHANDBALL DOUBLES*
sary touchdowns iti the final seven ·
TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES*
minutes of the game.
PADDLE BALL SINGLES*
Xavier did look:· good on occaBADMINTON SINGLES*
sion- the defensive unit stopped
SOFTBALL
the Redskins on ihe 1·yard line
FREE THROW CONTEST*
in the final quarter so it appear.s ·
PADDLE BALL DOUBLES*
that the potential is there. Of. BADMINTON DOUBLES*
fensively, halfback John Chiodi
was very _impressive; not only did . TENNIS SINGLES
TENNIS DOUBLES
he run well but he also proved
that he can throw the option pass
WOMEN
when it's necessaiy.
VOLLEYBALL
The frosh will play their next
3 GIRL BASKETBALL.
game on Novem~r i, at Xavier
TABLE TENNIS SINGLES*
Stadium, against the Ohio UniverTABLE TENNIS DOUBLES•
sity Bobcats.
QADMINTON SINGLES*
BADMINTON DOUBLES*
TENNIS SINGLES*
;
.
TENNIS DOUBLES*

Sailors Continue.
Outstanding Se~son

For the fifth time this season
the Muskie football team has
taken the field and for the fifth
time they have staggered off the
field as losers. This time the
Temple Owls. did the damage as
they clobbered Xavier 28..0.
Temple quarterback Dough Shobert completed 11 of 22 passes,
three of thein for touchdowns, for
143 yards, while the running attack almost doubled that outp1,1t
as they tore apart the Muskie
defense.
It took the Owls only two minutes 45 seconds to score . the
winning touchdown on a sevenyard-pass play from Shobert to
Bob Thornton. That wasn't all
though. The next time they got
the ball they ran off 4 plays
covering 74 yards, climaxed by a
nine-yard pass to Paul Loughran.
In the second quarter Shobert
took over again with the s&tne
results: an 80-yard drive in 13

SEPT. 27
SEPT. 27
OCT. 4
OCT: 1
OCT. 27
NOV. 1
NOV. 15
DEC. 1
JAN.
3
JAN. '17
FEB.
7
FEB. 21
FEB. 21

OCT.

MAR.

6

APR.
APR:
APR.
APR.
APR.

10
17
17
17
24

&.
OCT. 13
OCT.· 20
OCT. 25.
NOV. 8
NOV. 17
DEC. 1
JAN. 10
JAN. 12
9
FEB.
FEB. 16
FEB. 29
MAR.'1.
MAR. 20.
APR. 18
APR. 25
APR. . 26
MAR. 1-2
MAY 8-9

OCT.
DEC.
OCT.
FEB.
FEB.
APR.
APR.
APR.

1
1
27
7
21
17
17
24

OCT.
JAN.
NOV.
FEB.
FEB.
APR.
MAY
MAY

20
10
9
17
28
27
1
B

FACULTY
FALL GOLF TOURNEY*
BOWLING TEAMS
FREE THROW CONTEST*
HANDBALL SINGLES*
3 MAN BASKETBALL
PADDLE BALL SINGLES*
SPRING GOLF TOURNEY*
TENNIS SINGLES
TENNIS DOUBLES*

SEPT. 27
T.B.A.
DEC. 1
JAN.
3
JAN. 10
FEB. 28
MAR. 20
APR. 24
MAY. 1

OCT.

11

GREEKWEEK .

MAY 15·19, 1972

DEC.· 15
JAN. 10
FEB.
4
MAR. 8
APR.
7
MAY 4·5
MAY 12

* TOURNAMENTS TO BE HELD IN ONE DAY OR NIGHT.

The Intramural. Department l!t
Xavier presents· one of the most
well-rounded P.rograms of any
department on c!lmpus. They provide not only sports activities for
men, but also activities specifically
geared for women anf faculty ·
members. ·
Mr. Anthony Brueneman, head
of the departD:lent, explained that
it is made up of the Intramural
Advisory Board. The Board is com·
prised of six students (three men
and three women). It was initiated
because it was mandatory to set
up a liaison between the students
and the Intramural Department.
Through the feedback that the

Varsity basketball practice got
underway this past Monday as
new Head Coach Dick. Campbell
called his team together to begin
pre-season ·drills.
The -1971·72 Basketball Squad
is loaded with talent in seniors
Jerry HelmeriJ, Doug Alt, Rusty
Blossom, and Tom Binegar. Junior
retumees include 6-9 Bob Fullarton,
Conny Warren, Jon Andre, and Bob
Petroski•. ' Coming up ~m the
freshman squad are 6-8 Tom
Skaleski, and guards Tilt Willie
and Scotty Franklin. Tim Dear·
dorff, a transfer student from
Oskalooska·Walton Junior Col·
lege in Ft. Walton, Florida, will
also join the varsity newcomers.
This 6-2 guard candidate averaged
20 points-a-game at OWJC and .
also was a standout player at St.
Xavier High.·
Coach Campbell has been working on not only getting his players
to play like winners, but also to
think like winners. Cambell is
optimistic, and says he fee)s there
is good talent on the team and
cites the "winning attitude" aa his
prime area of development.
Xavier opens the season on
December 2 at Lawrence, Kansas,
against Kansas University, which
went to the NCAA semifinals Jast
season.

Hudepohl ro Air
Xavier Basketball 'Games
On WLW-T
byBOBHYLE

For the first time in several
years Xavier is to have basketball
games._ televised over local T.V.
stations.
The Hudepohl BreWing Com·
by PAT GORDON
pany is spon&Oring three Sat1lrday
Board receives, the department because they do participate, or afternoon games in color on WLWinitiates the programs that are maybe some j:,eople think that a ' T, Channel5, from Schmidt Fieldloss of femininity has occurred. house.·
desired.
But if ;hey continue to pay the
The three games are the JanThe department receives funds same g(!neral fee, they can't ~
each year from Xavier to keep blamed if they keep donning the uary 15 game with Villanova, the
January 22 game with Detroit,
the programs going. Money receiv·· shoes, cutoffs, and T-shir~s.
·
ed by the department comes from,
One of the biggest things that and the February 26 game with
in part, the general fee each stu· helped the Intramural depart· De Paul.
dent pays every semester. So it ment was the acquisition of
No announcement has been
is obvious that the Intramural the Armory for its specific made yet on who will announce.
Department must cater to the stu· programs. The Armory is open the games.
dents, especially the women.
Monday through Thursday for
The details of the contract
The women of Xavier pay the men and women, depending on were negotiated by Bert Schloesame general fee as do the men, , what program is going on.
mer of Stockton, West and Burk·
so they have just as much right
So the word for today ·is "Get hardt Advertising Agency, work·
to participate in intramural sports involved." It is your money that ing for Hqdepohl, and Jack Jeffre,
as do the men. They are some- is being used, so if for no other Sports Promotion Director for
times labeled as "women jocks" reason- participate.
Xavier.

IM. Expand For Women
·..

Varsity
Basketball
Begins
Practice
by TIM TEAHAN

Play
Bepna

Entries
Open

plays, Loughran scored from the
one. A field goal on the last play
of the half by Mike Mayer made
it 24..0.
· Xavier held them scoreless in
the third period but Temple
wanted more, and they got it in
the fourth quarter.
The Owls went 63. yards in 12
plays. Thornton took a fo1lr-yard
pass from Shobert. Late. in the
game Xavier fumbled and Temple
recovered on the two-yard line.
Marty Ginestra then threw a: twoyard pass to Ron Nemshick to
finish the scoring..
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THE BEER THAT BRINGS
XAVIER
BASKETBALL BACK
TO THE OHIO TELEVISION. AUDIENCE

IS HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE OUR SPONSORSHIP
OF THE FOLLOWING GAMES,
IN COLOR,
DIRECT FROM XAVIER FIELDHOUSE

WLW-T CHANNEL 5
XAVIER vs. VILLANOVA,SAT~,JAN.15, 1972-3:30 P.M.
XAVIER vs DETROIT,
SAT.,JAN. 22, 1972-3:30 P.M.
XAVIER vs DE PAUL,
SAT., FEB. 28,1972-3:30 P.M.
JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF A PROUD LOCAL COMPANY, WITH OUR
LOYAL LOCAL EMPLOYEES, MEETING OUR CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
IN SUPPORT OF THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM OF A GREAT LOCAL
UNIVERSITY.
·

,..,. -,

·
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·
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Science, The Most Essential Of Today's Liberal Arts

~wtC~tWoJt

(Continued from page 5)
works of sinful man as well as
the works of God, and it is hard
to separate the chaff, which may
be the result of sinful man and
their behavior in institutions,
from the divine part of human
history .... Sin is perfectly real for
scientists, so le.t us give the clear
scientific definition of what sin
is. Sin is making a false statement about a scientific fact. It is
as simple as that."
W. 0. Roberts says, "Science
is not technology, it is not gadgetry, it is not som.e mysterious
cult, it is not a great mechanical
monster. Science is an adventure
of the human spirit. It is essentially an artistic enterprise, stimulated largely by curiosity, served
largely by disciplined imagination, and based largely on faith in
the reasonableness, order, and
beauty of the universe of which
man is part.... science has a way
of weakening old and respected
bonds, like the bonds of family
in Japanese and Chinese culture,
teacher - student relationships
when machines begin to teach, or
the relationship of the boss and
employee in automated plants.
Science tends to destroy witchcraft in Salem and white supremacy in Mississippi."
Rev. A H. Poetker, S.J., former
president of the University of
Detroit, says: "The Sciences have
a very definite cultural value and
provide an area of knowledge,
without competence in which
there can be no liberal education. The principles of science
are the principles of truth, whose
study is ennobling because it
attempts to solve the. mystery of
Rev. J. S. Mulligan, S.J., former the universe. There can be no
Dean of Fordham, says that the doubt that the natural sciences
perfect Christian must know afford material which is as suitmathematics "the language of able as languages or the social
our time as Latin was the langu- sciences for the development of
age of St. Ignatius' time···· Not to those capacities of human perknow these vital elements in our sonality that are the formal
culture is to be out of touch with object of our education - logical
reality, to live in an unreal dream reasoning, discrimination, philoworld. It is to fail to be a per- sophical generalization, rigorous
feet Christian."
mental discipline, accuracy, inRev. Ernan McMullin says, "It tellectuaf honesty, even imagina·
may even be (as D'Arcy, Malevez, tion and the esthetic sense."
and others suggest) that in transRichard Schlegel says: .... "The
forming the earth, science is changes that are occurring in our
preparing for that 'glorified earth' general outlook, in ethics, reli·
on which the resurrection of the gion, metaphysics, as well as the
body is to take place and which changes in technology, are comwill be entirely dominated by ing from science, not from the
man · · · it would seem that scien- studies of literature or art. The
tific understanding is among the effect of psychology on our sexual
highest of natural activities, one codes, or of physical science on
that every Christian should hold our credence to dogmas of Chrisin the most profound esteem."
tian fundamentalism, are exSambursky, the great spectra• amples of the effects of science
scopiest says: "We assert that God on our ethics and religion. The
is recognized first in nature and vital centers of cultural change
after that in His teachings through are in the sciences, and it is
the sermons. That is, if· you want through his scientific education
to know God and not get Him that the university student will
handed to you through huin,an, best gain understanding of what
ordinary, linguistic, often meta-' are the currents of change in the
phorical statements of Kim, world, and how these currents
which is what you get in the should be directed. The humanBible, you must go to nature. In ities should contribute breadth
the humanities you have the and perspective with respect to
which would be acceptable as
liberal arts courses in our core
curriculum. Courses such as:
Science and Society, Great Ideas
of Science, Philosophical Physics,
Philosophical Biology, Philosophical Chemistry, Development of
Civilization Through Calculus ...
more time would increase the
probability of finding a title which
would properly convey the type
of course that I conceive of as
being vital food for our souls.
Courses like these would fulfill
the intent of the statement by the
President's Science Advisory
Committee, The White House,
Washington, D.C. May 24, 1959:
"Finally the liberal arts faculties
must insist that in these days the
general baccalaureate degree
should not be granted with less
than 2 years of science." (A
beside-the-point quote from this
same document will be of interest
to our science faculty: "A single
graduate course plus the supervision of research may be mor~
than a full-time load for many
a professor.")
Let us consider a few wellthought-out quotations and compare these with what you have
heard from others.
Nobelist Richard P. Feynman
says: "Science is the belief in the
ignorance of experts . . . I think
we live in an unscientific age ...
as a result there is a considerable amount of intellectual tyranny in the name of science."
(You want to read his article
What is Science? in the September1969 issue of Physics Teacher,
X.U. library.)
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the problems that we face today,
but I believe that scientific
knowledge- is itself the primary
weapon in solving these
problems."
G. B. Shaw's toast at a party for
Einstein: "Religion is always ·
right. Religion solves every problem and thereby abolishes problems from the universe. Religion
gives us certainty, stability, peace
and the abs.olute. It protects us
against progress which we all
dread. Science is the very opposite. Science is always wrong. It
never solves a problem without
raising ten more problems."
Ernst Mach, who inspired Einstein, and in turn was inspired by
a former Xavier professor, says
that he prefers "to endure an incomplete world view rather than
to find satisfaction in a seemingly complete, but inadequate
system."
I believe that if private universities are to survive, they
will do so only by contributing
something very important to our
society commensurate with the
talents of their faculties. What
would be more appropriate for
Xavier than to combine the
spiritual zeal associated with
Jesuit Universities with the living,
growing, excitement of preparing for a glorified earth through
science? Do we really want to
make a great contribution to
society - which would require
the humble cooperation of the
diverse segments of the university in the pursuit of truth - or·
should we remain fragmen~ed
under the delusion that there is
strength in our present diversity?
Private universities must continue
to excel in training people to
think for themselves. Others can
concentrate on training action
people. For after all, the men of
action are only the unconscious
instruments ofthe men of thought.
You now know something about
the most intimate parts of my
being which compel me to conclude that science is the most
essential of today's liberal arts.
If you don't understand what I
have said, then perhaps you
should re-read this several
times. If then you totally disagree with me, at least remember that difference from thee is
not the measure of absurdity.
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